inverness

24-HOUR TREATMENT RECLINER

The Inverness 24-hour treatment recliner
is superbly crafted with a suite of intuitive,
practical, and durable innovations to
address patient and clinician comfort.
Using thousands of documented hours of
feedback and refinements helped create
an ideal blend of daytime luxury with
nocturnal comfort upon which patients
can sleep through the night. The Inverness
provides comfort, utility, and flexibility for
multiple treatment applications.

Shown with optional headrest cover.
Infinite position backrest.

STANDARD FEATURES
Swing-away arms
Trendelenburg
Retractable foot tray
Push handle
Infinite position backrest
5" casters

Swing-away arms
open to 180°

Push handle

Fixed front casters
with accessible lock tabs

CLASSIC VINYL SELECTION
Printed color swatches may not be an exact match to actual fabrics and are enlarged to show detail

MAUVE
16

BURGUNDY
14

GREY
07

TAUPE
03

MOSS GREEN
04

HUNTER GREEN
06

ROYAL BLUE
02

BLUERIDGE
17

BLACK
08

SPACE REQUIREMENTS
TOP VIEW
AT LEAST 28" DISTANCE FROM WALL

BODY OPTIONS ◊
Premium or pivot side table(s)

IV pole

Wood tabletop

Black arm caps

Heat + massage

Oxygen tank holder

Heat only

Accessory hook

◊ Additional charges apply.

41.5" D

34.5" W

TOP VIEW WITH SWING-AWAY ARMS
Accessory hook
180°

Wood tabletop

Heat + massage

180°

COVERING UPGRADES ◊
Vinyl upgrades: Ultra or Silvertex
Premium patterns
Customer’s own material (COM)
Dual-color vinyl

105.75" W

Premium patterns

FRONT VIEW

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES ◊
Headrest cover & pillow set

51.75" H

Lumbar pillow
Side cushion
For a full list of accessories, view our Accessories
brochure, the Champion website, or ask your
Champion representative for more information.

Headrest cover
& pillow set

34.5" W

SIDE VIEW

SPECIFICATIONS

AT LEAST 28" DISTANCE FROM WALL

MODEL NUMBER

6240

Manual recline

41.5" D

UPRIGHT

74" D
TRENDELENBURG

✓

Weight capacity

500 lbs.

Back height (from floor/from seat)

51.75"/28.5"

Overall width* (no tables)

34.5"

Overall width* (two optional tables down/up)

38.5"/56.5"

Seat width

26"

Seat height/depth

25.5"/20.75"

Arm height (from floor)

32.5"

Overall upright depth

41.5"

Trendelenburg depth

74"

Casters (diameter)

5"

*Measured with both arms closed.
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